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1 Introduction
The user experience of modern computing systems is greatly enriched by the availability of hardware I/O devices

that provide a rich variety of functions including data storage (e.g disk and flash drives), connection to the Internet
(e.g network cards, webcams), and entertainment (e.g. speakers, GPUs). I/O devices are quite popular in today’s
computing environments (Handheld devices, PCs, Cloud Computing Servers) because they are quite easy to setup for
use. In most cases, this involves no more than installing a device driver—a piece of software that is often implemented
as an Operating System (OS) kernel module—to enable the OS manage the device.

However, defects in device drivers are a major source of OS failures, either by crashing the driver (and consequently
the whole system) or by corrupting the kernel or applications. In the Linux kernel, the error rates of drivers are several
times that of any other subsystem [12], while up to 85% of Windows XP failures [48, 24] are caused by driver errors.
The relatively poor quality of driver code compared to the rest of the kernel could be attributed to a couple of factors.
First, most driver developers are not kernel experts, yet they are relied on to write code that will execute correctly in
modern OS kernels that rapidly grow in complexity. Second, the large number of drivers (tens of thousands) running
at customer sites [32] makes it impractical for OS vendors to test all of them thoroughly.

Dynamic binary analysis has been effectively used by dynamic correctness checkers (a.k.a. lifeguards ) for detecting
errors in the execution of unmodified application binaries and thus improving the reliability and security of computing
systems. Instruction grain lifeguards can detect the most subtle program faults including low level issues such as
memory [34] and security [16, 35] errors, as well as high level ones such as concurrency errors [46, 53, 23] and
interface errors in multilingual programs [30]. Lifeguards are deployed using either instrumentation or logging of the
monitored application. Dynamic binary instrumentation (DBI) approaches inject lifeguard code into the application
using software [7, 10, 34], or hardware [15], while logging based approaches capture an instruction grained execution
trace of the application using software [13, 36] or hardware [9] for online lifeguard analysis. Dynamic binary analyses
seem to be well suited for use on production drivers which are often distributed in binary form for both convenience and
proprietary reasons. This thesis work explores the effectiveness of using dynamic binary analysis for online detection
of production driver faults, both of the low level nature such as buffer overflows, as well as high level ones like OS
protocol violations.

However, interrupts and preemption in modern OSes running on chip multiprocessor (CMP) systems pose a major
challenge to the precision of instrumentation based instruction grained lifeguards since the atomic execution of an
application instruction and the corresponding lifeguard code is no longer guaranteed. Signal handlers pose a similar
problem for instruction grained application lifeguards. Current solutions for enforcing atomic execution of application
and lifeguard code using transactional memory [14], or disabling preemption [34, 33], are not applicable for monitoring
drivers, and kernel mode execution in general, since they conflict with OS preemptibility. On the other hand, this is not
an issue for log based approaches which can leverage solutions for obtaining totally ordered multi-threaded execution
traces on CMPs [40, 51, 26] to order lifeguard actions. However, log based approaches require error containment
mechanisms due to their delayed correctness checking.

My thesis is that log based lifeguards can use dynamic binary analysis to detect defects in unmodified device
driver binaries, and therefore be used for isolating applications and OS kernels from defective drivers.

In this thesis, driver faults are assumed to be developer errors and not malicious attacks, in other words the proposed
lifeguards can be used to protect the OS kernel from defective drivers but not from malicious ones. The rest of this
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Figure 1. Device protocol stacks in Linux for (a) network devices and, (b) SCSI disk devices. The drivers execute at the bottom
of the protocol stacks and interface with the devices.

proposal is organized as follows. Section 2 presents an overview of the proposed log based device driver lifeguards.
Section 3 describes related work. Section 4 describes my preliminary work on logging driver execution on CMPs, and
showing that application lifeguard analysis are imprecise for drivers and report false alarms. My proposed work on
(i) designing lifeguards for detecting faults in driver execution, and (ii) improving lifeguard performance for online
monitoring is described in Section 5. Finally, Section 6 presents my proposed schedule for completing this thesis.

2 A Log Based Approach To Isolating OS Kernels From Device Driver Defects

The main objective of this thesis work is to demonstrate that log based lifeguards can effectively detect driver faults,
and can thus be used for isolating applications and OS kernels from defective device drivers. This is an important
application area for log based lifeguards since driver faults severely compromise system reliability. Moreover, despite
the high bug density of drivers, they (and kernel in general) have received little attention in prior log based lifeguard
studies, which have almost exclusively focused on application monitoring, Aftersight [13] being the only exception
that we are aware of. Before going into details about our log based fault isolation proposal for drivers, first we provide
some background on device drivers to motivate why they are hard to write correctly.

2.1 Background on Device Drivers

Device drivers manage hardware devices for the rest of the system and are often implemented as loadable kernel
modules. Within the kernel, drivers are organized into “device classes” based on the type of device they manage, and
drivers in the same class export a standard interface to the kernel. Examples of device classes in Linux include character
(e.g keyboard and mouse), block, (e.g disk), network, sound, and graphics. Drivers implement two special functions:
(i) for performing initializations at load time (module init), and (ii) for cleaning up during unloading (module cleanup).
Some defining features of driver execution, including: (i) as a device protocol stack layer, (ii) concurrency, and (iii)
reentrancy, are discussed below.

2.1.1 Device Protocol Stack Layer

A device driver executes in a device protocol stack and implements the interface between the device and the rest
of the kernel. It does this by exporting functions that the upper layers of the stack use to make I/O requests, and
interacting directly with the device to service those requests. For example, a network driver exports functions that
enable upper layers of the networking stack to use the network card for sending and receiving packets. An illustration
of drivers within the protocol stacks of a network and disk device in the Linux kernel are shown in Figures 1 1(a) and

1Adapted from http://www.ibm.com/developerworks/linux
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Figure 2. High level view of the proposed log based fault detection for device drivers.

1(b) respectively. Drivers, are thus similar to system libraries that execute below application code in a software stack
to provide access to system resources like memory and the filesystem.

2.1.2 Multi-threaded Execution

Since a device is often a shared resource for applications and kernel, multiple independent requests can be sent to
it at once. For example, all applications that are transmitting and receiving network packets use the network card.
Therefore, by being multi-threaded, drivers can exploit the available parallelism in the device requests to improve
system performance. Drivers for high performance devices like network and graphics cards are multi-threaded to
exploit available compute resources on CMPs. Even on uniprocessor systems, multi-threaded execution of driver code
is possible in modern OSes due to preemption and device interrupts. For example, a network card generates interrupts
to indicate packet reception which leads to invocation of the interrupt handler exported by its driver, to transfer the
packet from the device to the upper layers of the network stack. Thus driver execution by kernel threads, can be
initiated both by kernel subsystems above it (due to application requests), and by the device, resulting in concurrent
driver code execution on both uniprocessor systems and CMPs. For example, functions for packet transmission,
interrupt handling, and statistics reporting, can run concurrently in a network card driver.

2.1.3 Reentrant Execution

The asynchronous nature of interrupts and thus interrupt handler invocations pose reentrancy complexities for the
kernel in general and drivers in particular. When a device generates an interrupt, the thread currently executing on
the interrupted processor is delegated to execute the interrupt handler, its execution context is suspended and resumed
when the interrupt handler completes. Now, if the interrupted thread was a kernel thread executing its driver’s code,
then it would be possible for the thread to race with itself on shared data while executing the device’s interrupt handler.
These kind of data races are more subtle compared to the more ones involving different threads. Signal generation
and handling pose similar concurrency problems for the application stack, for example non reentrant functions (e.g
malloc) cannot be safely used in signal handlers. Consequently, reentrancy must be carefully handled by drivers for
correctness.

2.2 Driver Monitoring using Log Based Lifeguards

Recent studies [24, 44], found drivers to be highly prone to a wide variety of faults including, low level issues like
heap overflows, high level issues like concurrency faults, and kernel specific issues like violations of OS and device
protocols. Fortunately, lifeguards have been used for detecting a similar variety of faults in unmodified application
binaries, heap overflows and uninitialized data uses [34], security vulnerabilities [16, 35], data races [46, 53, 23],
and interface violations in multilingual programs [30]. However, instrumentation based lifeguards are not suitable for
monitoring kernel mode drivers because OS preemption prevents the guaranteed atomic execution of corresponding
lifeguard and driver codes. Log based lifeguards are therefore worthwhile to consider for detecting driver faults.

As illustrated in Figure 2, our proposal is to use log based lifeguards to detect faults in driver execution. As shown in
the diagram, our design incorporates mechanisms for logging driver execution for lifeguard analysis, and for protecting
the lifeguard from driver faults. The proposed driver lifeguards will run in user space rather than kernel space for the
following reasons. First, to avoid further increasing kernel complexity by adding non trivial amounts of lifeguard code.
Next, the kernel execution environment is too constrained for sophisticated lifeguards use large amounts of complex
data structures e.g locksets. Furthermore, it provides some flexibility in how to protect the lifeguard from being
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corrupted by driver faults that it will later detect, for example the lifeguard could run in a separate virtual machine
(VM), our current strategy as shown in Figure 2. Finally, it allows control on the amount of driver (or kernel) data
that is exposed to the lifeguard towards addressing the confidentiality concerns of lifeguard users. Thus similar to
application lifeguards, driver lifeguards can only access execution state that is captured in the log.

Although logging and containing faults in the monitored execution has been studied for application monitoring
[36, 9], the proposed solutions cannot be used for driver monitoring because driver execution is quite different from
application execution. Consequently, in addition to new lifeguard analyses for detecting driver faults, logging and fault
containment issues will also addressed in this thesis, and are further discussed below. Lifeguard efficiency is another
critical consideration, since lifeguards that are significantly slower than the monitored execution, or consume too many
resources cannot be used in production systems. However, lifeguard efficiency can not be treated in isolation, since
it is affected by other aspects of log based fault isolation, i.e logging, analysis, and fault containment, rather it will
considered while addressing those issues.

The main contribution of this thesis will be efficient lifeguards for detecting a wide variety of driver faults, including
memory faults, concurrency faults, and violations of driver interface with the kernel and device. The main idea for
achieving this goal is to incorporate relevant knowledge about the execution semantics of drivers into our designs.
Since the kernel interface to drivers differs across device-classes, device-class lifeguards seem to be the best approach
for detecting such interface violations. In other words, different lifeguards will be used for find kernel interface
violations in block and network drivers. Similarly, lifeguards for detecting interface violations with the device are
likely to be device specific. Consequently, driver lifeguards will be developed for different device-classes and devices
as appropriate.

2.3 Logging Driver Execution For Lifeguard Analysis

Log based lifeguards detect faults by analyzing instruction grained execution traces, and therefore rely on an under-
lying software [13, 36] or hardware [9] logging mechanism to obtain such traces. As shown in Figure 2, the hardware
logging proposal of Log Based Architectures (LBA) [9], will be extended in this work for logging driver execution.
To reduce logging bandwidth and storage overheads, and lifeguard overheads, only driver execution will be logged out
of the kernel space portions of I/O stacks (Figure 1). A variety of software faults arise from dependent events either
being incorrectly ordered, or not ordered at all, e.g data corruption from writing to freed memory, data races from
unserialized accesses to shared data, deadlocks from acquiring locks in a random order. Therefore to precisely detect
such faults in drivers, it is essential that the lifeguard can obtain a total ordering of concurrent execution of driver code
on different CPUS in a CMP system, existing hardware proposals [40, 51] will be adapted to capture this ordering
information in the traces. Addressing the unique challenges of logging driver execution is discussed in Section 4.3 as
part of the completed preliminary research .

2.4 Containing Driver Faults Until Lifeguard Detection

The delayed nature of log-based correctness checking means that a non negligible amount of time (e.g thousands of
cycles) could elapse between the occurrence of a fault in the execution, and the detection by a lifeguard. Thus a com-
prehensive strategy for safely and efficiently containing yet-to-be detected faults is required for log-based lifeguards,
primarily to prevent corruption of the lifeguard and the rest of the system (outside the monitored process boundary),
and also to avoid irrecoverable damages within the monitored process boundary execution (e.g corrupting other non
faulting threads).

A common approach used in application monitoring is to contain faults within the process boundary of the moni-
tored application, by executing the lifeguard as a separate process, blocking at system calls [9], and (or) speculatively
executing system calls [36]. Since drivers execute in the kernel, well below the system call boundary, execution
blocking at system calls is not a viable fault containment approach, although speculative execution could be useful.
Moreover, the driver executes within the process boundary of the kernel, and those techniques can neither prevent
driver faults from corrupting other parts of the kernel, or even the lifeguard process. Since the primary focus of this
thesis is to detect driver faults, our current fault containment strategy is to protect the lifeguard by running it in a
separate VM from the monitored driver, similar to Aftersight [13]. However, the OS and applications running in the
driver VM remain vulnerable to corruption by driver faults.
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3 Related Work
Protecting commodity OS kernels from driver faults has attracted significant research attention in recent times, with

proposals for either eliminating faults during driver development or isolating the kernel from driver faults at runtime.
Proposals for eliminating driver faults during the development cycle advocate the use of static analysis [3, 20, 19] and
testing [29], and synthesis of driver code from formal specifications of device and OS interfaces [45]. Unfortunately,
not all faults can be eliminated during development due to the size and complexity of real world drivers, necessitating
runtime isolation of faults in production drivers. Existing techniques for isolating driver faults are either hardware
based [48, 25, 6, 21], or software based [54, 22, 8]. The section describes how this thesis work relates to these prior
works. Proposals to develop drivers in type-safe languages [5, 31, 27] are not discussed since they are not applicable
to popular commodity Oses such Windows and Linux which are written in C and C++.

3.1 Eliminating Driver Faults During Development

Engler et al. [20] observed that most system software rules specify legal orderings of operations and the contexts in
which operations are permitted. Example rules in the Linux kernel include, re-enabling interrupts after disabling them,
not using floating point, and checking user pointers before use. They therefore proposed Meta-level compilation (MC),
which enables developers to easily write compiler extensions for checking system-specific rule violations in their code.
MC extensions found hundreds of rule violations in the Linux kernel code (including drivers), and other complex
system software. RacerX [19] uses flow-sensitive and interprocedural analysis to detect data races and deadlocks in
operating system kernels and exploits system features to reduce false positives. It relies on developer annotations
to infer which locks protect shared data, which code contexts are multi-threaded, and the system-specific locking
functions. RacerX found serious errors in Linux, FreeBSD and a large commercial operating system. Static Driver
Verifier (SDV) [3] used the SLAM static analysis engine [4] to find violations of the Windows kernel API usage rules
in driver sources. SLAM analysis is based on model checking and symbolic execution, and uses iterative refinement
to reduce false positives. SDV is distributed as an automatic tool which includes models of the OS and the execution
environment of drivers, and kernel API usage rules to be checked. Our approach of using dynamic analysis to detect
production driver faults is complementary to static checking techniques, since the size and complexity of real world
drivers makes it difficult for all faults to be detected before release. Moreover static analysis can be used to reduce the
overheads of dynamic analysis, by allowing runtime checks to be safely skipped for operations whose correctness can
be statically checked.

Device Driver Testing (DDT) [29] is a system for testing device driver binaries that uses selective symbolic exe-
cution [11] and symbolic hardware to achieve good coverage of driver execution paths. Selective symbolic execution
enables symbolic execution of the driver in its native unmodified OS environment, while the rest of the software stack
above the driver run concretely. DDT found 14 serious new bugs in 6 device drivers that had already passed the
Microsoft certification process. Similar to our approach of using lifeguards, DDT works on driver binaries and can
therefore be employed at customer sites to test drivers before they are loaded. Moreover, DDT uses lifeguards for
detecting driver faults during testing. However, DDT does not guarantee that all the execution paths of the driver will
be explored during the test runs, therefore lifeguard checking is still needed for the production runs.

Termite [45] automatically synthesizes driver code from formal specifications of device and OS interfaces, making
drivers free of interface violation faults by construction. Termite significantly reduces the burden of writing and port-
ing drivers and was used to synthesize two non trivial Linux drivers. Similar to Termite’s reliance on the availability of
interface specifications, the proposed driver lifeguards will rely on interface knowledge to precisely detect violations
in driver execution. However, Termite cannot synthesize multi-threaded drivers, and can therefore not be used for high
performance network and graphics drivers. On the other hand driver lifeguards will work on multi-threaded drivers.
Moreover, synthesized drivers still rely on handwritten memory management C code, and thus require lifeguard anal-
ysis to isolate memory errors at runtime.

3.2 Hardware Assisted Driver Fault Isolation

Nooks [48] used page table permissions to protect the kernel from a defective driver. Direct corruption of kernel
data structures by driver code is prevented by restricting direct memory by the driver to regions of the kernel address
space, and using introspection to validate modifications of kernel data structures. Nooks also tracks kernel resource
management by the driver to enable recovery on driver failure. Nooks requires significant redesign of the OS kernel.
Microdrivers [25] isolate the kernel from driver faults by moving most driver execution into user space, while leaving
the performance critical portions in kernel space. The kernel is therefore immune to failures in the user space portion
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of the driver. Microdrivers require significant redesign of OS and driver architecture. SUD [6] runs drivers in user
space for fault isolation. However, unlike Microdrivers, SUD runs unmodified Linux drivers in user space using kernel
environment emulation [18], and by mapping device IO registers into the driver’s address space. SUD introduced two
new Linux kernel modules that: (1) interfaces between the kernel and user space driver, and (2) allows user space
drivers to safely manage hardware devices. Additionally, SUD relies on IOMMU [2, 1], PCI express bridges [38], and
messaged-signaled interrupts [39] to prevent the device from being used by a malicious driver to corrupt the system.

In contrast to the lifeguard approach of detecting driver faults during execution, hardware based techniques that
run the driver in a separate protection domain from the kernel, only insulate the kernel from direct effects of driver
faults, such as memory corruption. However, defective drivers can still compromise the system in other ways, such
as by corrupting data that it can legitimately access (e.g a network driver randomly flipping bits in a network packet).
Therefore these approaches can be complemented with lifeguards to prevent such damages to the system. Moreover,
the performance critical parts of Microdrivers, and non preemptible functions of SUD drivers remain in the kernel,
and their faults could be detected using lifeguards. While SUD can protect the kernel even from malicious drivers, the
proposed lifeguards do not provide such guarantees since driver faults are assumed to innocent mistakes.

DataCollider [21] detects data races in kernel code (including drivers) using hardware breakpoints of modern pro-
cessors. To detect a race, DataCollider delays a thread when accessing shared data and puts a breakpoint on the shared
data. If another access to shared data happens while the thread is delayed and at least one of the accesses is a write,
it means the accesses are not synchronized and are racing. By catching races when they occur, DataCollider greatly
simplifies bug fixing. In contrast to lifeguards, DataCollider is oblivious to the synchronization protocols used in the
program, this is important for kernel code (including drivers) which use a variety of synchronization protocols e.g
interrupts, spinlocks e.t.c. However, since it is impractical to delay all accesses to shared data in driver execution,
DataCollider will miss real races, unlike lifeguards that detect all races.

3.3 Software-Based Driver Fault Isolation

Our proposed lifeguards fall into the class of techniques that use software to isolate driver faults. Existing techniques
in this class are briefly compared to the lifeguard approach below.

SafeDrive [54] and BGI [8] are both compile time approaches for instrumenting drivers with checks for detecting
faults are runtime. SafeDrive prevents corruption of kernel and driver data by common memory safety faults like
buffer overflows, by using developer annotations of pointer bounds to insert the appropriate runtime checks. BGI
provides stronger fault isolation guarantees than SafeDrive, including control flow integrity and temporal memory
access control, without requiring source annotations. BGI maintains access rights for each byte of virtual memory,
which is updated by the instrumentation code and an interposition library that mediates communication between kernel
and driver. XFI [22] prevents a defective driver binary from writing outside its allocated memory to corrupt kernel
data. Since type information is not available during binary instrumentation, XFI cannot detect corruption of driver
data e.g via buffer overflows, rather it’s runtime checks: (1) ensure that faulty writes are restricted to driver memory,
and (2) enforce control flow integrity to prevent the write checks from being skipped by a malicious driver.

SafeDrive and BGI cannot be used for driver binaries since they are compile time techniques, unlike our lifeguard
approach (and XFI), however the lack of type information in binaries means compile time approaches can more
precisely detect type faults. SafeDrive, BGI, and XFI are instrumentation techniques and have the weakness that
atomic execution of driver code and the corresponding guard code is not guaranteed. Although that is not an issue for
our log based lifeguard approach, our approach requires error containment due to delayed execution of checking code,
and this is not an issue for instrumentation approaches. Finally, these prior approaches (bar BGI perhaps) seem to be
appropriate for detecting low level issues like memory safety, and not high level issues like concurrency or OS/device
protocol violations. Lifeguards on the other hand have been successfully applied for both low level and high level
correctness issues in the user space.

4 Preliminary Work

We have completed some initial studies as sanity check for this thesis, and to develop useful frameworks and garner
insights for designing lifeguards for detecting device driver faults. These preliminary studies focused on (i) logging
driver execution, and (ii) evaluating whether application lifeguards, with minor modifications, would be suitable for
analyzing driver execution. Linux device drivers are the focus of our research, and our preliminary work was done
using a 32 bit Fedora Core 5 Linux (2.6.17) kernel. We obtain two key results from our preliminary studies. First, we
designed a technique for identifying and extracting instruction grained trace of driver execution within kernel mode
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execution. Next, we learned that application lifeguards cannot simply be ported for analyzing drivers, for example,
the Eraser data race lifeguard [46] that we ported for driver analysis, reported many false positives on two network
drivers. We observed that these false warnings were due to the fact that unlike applications, drivers execute in a more
constrained environment, under invariants enforced by the kernel and the device, thus more sophisticated lifeguard
designs are required for drivers. This research work is being conducted in the context of a Log Based Architectures
(LBA) system [9] which is simulated using Wind River Simics simulation system [50]. In the rest of this section, we
provide background on LBA and lifeguards before describing our preliminary studies.

4.1 Log Based Architectures Background

Log Based Architectures (LBA) [9] augments CMP systems with a hardware log for efficiently capturing instruction
grained execution trace of an application thread running on one processor, and delivering the trace to a lifeguard
thread running on another processor. By enabling an application thread and its monitoring lifeguard thread to run
concurrently on separate cores, LBA instantly improves lifeguard performance significantly, compared to DBI, where
application and lifeguard execution compete for resources of a single processor. Additional hardware techniques were
proposed for optimizing common lifeguard functionalities, e.g metadata management, which accelerated lifeguards
like AddrCheck [34] enough for online monitoring. However, more sophisticated instruction grained lifeguards like
Eraser [46], TaintCheck [35], and MemCheck [34] remain much slower than applications on LBA, because these
lifeguards execute many instructions to analyze each application instruction, application threads are therefore stalled
when their log is full until the lifeguard creates more space in the log. LBA also incorporates techniques for containing
application faults within the application’s process boundary until detection by the delayed lifeguard checking: (i) the
lifeguard is run as separate process and is therefore isolated from application faults, (ii) application threads are stalled
at system call boundaries to prevent OS corruption. Further LBA extensions have been proposed for monitoring
parallel applications [26, 51], and accelerating lifeguards [43, 42].

4.2 Background on Lifeguards

Lifeguards are dynamic correctness checking tools that monitor execution of unmodified software binaries to find
errors [46, 16, 35, 53, 34, 23, 30]. They are deployed by using software or hardware to instrument [7, 10, 34, 15] or
log [13, 36, 9] the execution of the monitored program. Powerful lifeguards that perform instruction-by-instruction
analysis can detect a wide range of program faults including low level issues such as memory [34] and security [16, 35]
errors, as well as high level ones such as concurrency errors [46, 53, 23] and interface errors in multilingual programs
[30]. Although different lifeguards are designed to check for different correctness issues, they do share common
characteristics as described below.

C1. A lifeguard maintains a data structure that records state information (“metadata”) about the monitored appli-
cation’s address space (e.g., which addresses have been allocated or tainted). There is a 1-1 mapping between
application data and lifeguard metadata at some granularity (e.g., each application byte maps 1-1 to a metadata
bit).

C2. A lifeguard is interested in observing many, but possibly not all, application execution events. Some of the
events are needed solely to maintain the metadata. For other, “interesting” events, the lifeguard checks the
current metadata state, and reports an error if an anomaly has occurred.

C3. There is a mapping from monitored application execution events to specific lifeguard functionality (“handlers”)
based on the event type (load, store, etc.); these handlers are invoked in response to the sequence of execution
events.

4.3 Logging Driver Execution

We extended LBA for capturing the instruction grained execution trace of a monitored driver in an efficient man-
ner with regards to logging bandwidth and storage overheads. Monitoring driver execution posed new challenges to
LBA, since it was originally designed for monitoring application execution which is quite different from driver exe-
cution. The issues tackled in extending LBA for drivers are: (i) how to identify driver execution within kernel mode
execution (4.3.1), (ii) how to associate logs with execution of driver code by kernel threads (4.3), and (iii) how to
identify the context (process/interrupt) of driver code execution (4.3.3), this is important for identifying concurrency
issues. However, there are other issues which were addressed for monitoring drivers using existing LBA solutions
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for application monitoring. First, drivers and applications manage system resources like memory using lower level
functions that are implemented by the kernel for driver and by system libraries for applications. Application lifeguards
identify such functions in the execution trace to precisely detect low level faults like double frees, and LBA simplifies
their identification by instrumenting them. Similarly resource management functions like kmalloc are instrumented in
driver execution trace. Second, driver code can be concurrently executed on different processors of a CMP system,
and detecting concurrency faults in the driver’s execution trace requires a total ordering of the memory accesses that
occurred on different processors. We adopt the ParaLog extension [51] of LBA to order the actions of kernel threads
that are concurrently executing the monitored driver code.

4.3.1 How To Identify Driver Execution

The ideal situation is that only the execution trace of the monitored driver is captured in the log, otherwise dispro-
portionally high overheads will be incurred in logging bandwidth and storage, since most drivers individually account
for only a small portion of kernel execution. However, more importantly the lifeguard will incur avoidable significant
slowdowns to filter the trace. This is also the situation in application monitoring where only the execution of the
monitored application is logged by LBA. Therefore logging all of kernel mode execution [52] is not acceptable, rather
entry to driver code (from outside the driver) and the corresponding exits must be detected.

Unlike application thread monitoring, where LBA relies on modest OS scheduler support to enable (disable) logging
when the thread is scheduled (descheduled), our solution instruments exported driver functions similar to [49, 28, 37],
to detect entry (exit) and enable (disable) logging. We learn the entry points of a dynamically loaded driver by
instrumenting the kernel module loading function (sys init module), and the kernel functions for registering device
driver functions (e.g register netdev () for network drivers). Drivers call other kernel functions for managing resources
like memory or registering entry points, those functions could in turn call other functions of the driver causing nested
execution of driver entry points. Our solution carefully tracks such nestings to ensure that logging is disabled only exit
from the initial driver entry point. Tracking nested driver entry points is greatly simplified by the absence of non local
jumps (setjmp/longjmp) in the Linux kernel code. With this approach, executions of other kernel functions are logged
only when called from driver code, which is the desired situation.

4.3.2 How To Associate Logs with Driver Execution

The concurrent execution of a monitored’s driver code on different processors by kernel threads creates the oppor-
tunity for efficient logging by capturing driver traces in parallel into distinct logs. This however raises the question of
how to maintain the logs, and the obvious alternatives are to maintain them per processor or per kernel thread. For
application monitoring, maintaining logs per thread seems the more reasonable option, because the lifetime of threads
are often closely related to that of the application (main thread), thus log management (creation/deletion) overheads
correspond roughly to thread management overheads in the application. On the other hand, a driver could be executed
by an unbounded number of kernel threads, basically all kernel threads in system while the driver is loaded. Moreover,
these threads or their lifetimes are not related to the driver, and do not retain driver state when not executing in the
driver. Thus in our LBA extensions for driver monitoring, logs are associated with processors rather than with kernel
threads. In other words, for each processor, a unique log is used for capturing driver execution by different threads on
that processor. Context switch events are recorded in the log to enable lifeguards identify the different threads.

4.3.3 How To Identify Context Of Driver Execution

Kernel threads execute either in process context when computing on behalf of a (user/kernel) process, or in interrupt
context when performing interrupt handling related tasks. Interrupt handling in the Linux kernel is divided into two
phases: (i) a fast top half that is invoked when a device generates an interrupt (conventional interrupt handler routine),
and (ii) a bottom half that runs at a more convenient time to perform computationally intensive task such as copying
received packets from a network device. While a kernel thread is executing driver code in process context, the driver’s
device could generate an interrupt causing the thread to temporarily execute the driver’s interrupt handler in interrupt
context. The kernel thread is now concurrently executing driver code in two independent execution contexts, and could
possible race with itself on shared data accesses. It is therefore essential that concurrency lifeguards be aware of the
execution contexts of kernel threads while executing driver code. Rather than including execution context information
in the log, we observed that the interrupt handling routines (top and bottom halves) were the only driver entry points
executed in interrupt context. Therefore we expect lifeguards that are interested in execution context information can
easily retrieve it from the current trace format.
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…	  

SYSTEM	  CALL	  BOUNDARY	  

…	   …	  

	  	  tg3-‐>pci::probe()	   tg3-‐>pci::remove()	  	  	  	  	  tg3-‐>netdev::open()	   tg3-‐>netdev::stop()	  

modprobe	  tg3	  
(load	  tg3)	  	  

ifup	  eth0	  
(enable	  net)	  

ifdown	  eth0	  
(disable	  net)	  

modprobe	  –r	  tg3	  
(unload	  tg3)	  	  
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Figure 3. Flow of execution from user space to driver functions, at the base of the networking stack, via system calls.

4.4 Analyzing Device Drivers using Application Lifeguards

To gain insights for designing device driver lifeguards, we evaluated whether application lifeguards with minor
modifications could be used to detect driver faults precisely, that is without missing real faults (no false negatives),
and without false alarms (no false positives). For our initial driver lifeguard, we studied data race detection in drivers
because although concurrency errors are common in drivers [44], they have received little research attention except
for the recent DataCollider work [21]. We focused on PCI network drivers (tg3 and tulip) since they are highly multi-
threaded. The LBA extensions for driver monitoring, described earlier, were used to collect execution traces of the
network drivers for analysis by KernelEraser, which is an adaptation of the Eraser data race lifeguard [46] for kernel
mode execution. The analyzed traces contained driver execution during network file transfer using scp, as well as
during driver (un)loading and network interface enabling(disabling) shown in Figure 3. Unfortunately KernelEraser
reported many false data races while analyzing the driver execution. We observed that the shared data accesses that
were incorrectly flagged as racing, were infact ordered by synchronization events that occurred outside the driver,
in the higher layers of the device protocol stack and in the device, and thus not observed by KernelEraser. We now
describe in more details, our experience of analyzing drivers with KernelEraser, starting with a background on Eraser
(4.4.1), then a description of the Eraser modifications (4.4.2), and finally an analysis of the false data races reported
on the drivers (4.4.3).

4.4.1 Background on Eraser

Eraser [46] detects data races in multi-threaded application binaries at runtime, by verifying that shared data access
is protected by a consistent set of locks (lockset). Eraser maintains a lockset per shared data that it updates on
every access and which contains the intersection of the locks held by threads while accessing the data. In other
words, every lock in a data’s lockset was held by every thread that accessed the data in the past, and therefore data
races are reported whenever the lockset becomes empty. Eraser’s Lockset algorithm can even detect races that are
not manifested in the current thread interleaving, this is a major benefit since data races are notoriously difficult to
reproduce due to non deterministic thread scheduling. However, Eraser incorrectly reports races on accesses that are
correctly synchronized using non lock mechanisms, such as the “happens-before” semantics of events like fork/join.
Consequently, refinements to the Lockset algorithm, including happens-before tracking, were proposed [53, 47] to
eliminate such false positives.

4.4.2 Modifying Eraser for Kernel Mode Execution

Unlike applications which manage system resources like memory through system libraries, drivers (and other ker-
nel code) execute below system libraries, and therefore rely on kernel’s resource management code such as kmalloc for
obtaining memory. Thus our modifications to enable Eraser analyze drivers focused on supporting memory and syn-
chronization management functions of the kernel. Supporting kernel memory management functions such as kmalloc
and kfree was quite trivial since they behave in a similar manner to their user space parallels, malloc and free. However,
the Linux kernel provides a richer set of synchronization primitives compared to user space, ranging from the familiar
lock based primitives like spinlocks, mutexes, and semaphores, to more specialized ones like atomics, completion vari-
ables, and interrupts. We added support for the kernel synchronization methods that were used by the network drivers
that we studied, in particular we represent interrupts with virtual locks similar to the extensions proposed by the Eraser
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tg3_init_one	  (…)	  {	  /*	  pci::probe()	  */	  
	  …	  
tp	  =	  netdev_priv	  (dev);	  
	  …	  
tptg3_flags	  |=	  TG3_FLAG_PAUSE_AUTONEG;	  
	  	  …	  
}	  

(a)	  

tg3_open	  (…)	  {	  /*	  netdev::open()	  */	  
…	  
tp	  =	  netdev_priv	  (dev);	  	  
…	  
tptg3_flags	  &=	  ~TG3_FLAG_INIT_COMPLETE;	  
	  …	  
}	  

(b)	  

tg3_close	  (…)	  {	  /*	  netdev::stop()	  */	  
…	  
tp	  =	  netdev_priv	  (dev);	  	  
…	  
while(tptg3_flags	  &	  TG3_FLAG_IN_RESET_TASK)	  
…	  
}	  

(c)	  

Figure 4. Snippets of tg3 driver functions that access shared driver data (tg3 flags) without a common lock and are executed
by different threads. KernelEraser reports netdev::open() as racing with pci::probe() and with netdev::close().

authors for supporting interrupts in the SPIN OS. Specifically, local interrupt lines of a processor are represented by
virtual locks which are acquired (released) when the interrupt lines are disabled (enabled) e.g via spin lock irq* calls.
With these modifications, our KernelEraser was able to analyze execution traces of network drivers, albeit with false
positives as discussed next.

4.4.3 Analysis of False Data Race Reports of Network Drivers

We examined the races reported by KernelEraser and found most of them to be false positives, while the remaining
were benign races in the statistics processing of tg3. The false alarms involved data accesses which were serialized by
events that occurred outside the driver, and thus not observed by KernelEraser since only driver execution was logged
into the traces. We identified the “unlogged” serializing events to be of two types: (i) synchronization operations in
the upper layers of the networking stack, and ii the semantics of a PCI network device. Below, we examine both types
of events using candidate KernelEraser false alarms. But, first we provide some background on PCI network device
drivers to help in understanding why the discussed data races are indeed false alarms.

The functions that a PCI network device driver is required to export can be roughly grouped into three categories
based on the device operations they are related to. The first class of functions are for managing the core networking
functionalities of the device, and includes open() and stop() for respectively activating and deactivating the device for
operation. The second class of functions are for managing the device on the PCI bus to which it is connected, and
includes probe() and remove() for respectively connecting to and disconnecting from the bus. The final class are the
top and bottom halves for handling device interrupts. To enable easy identification of driver functions in the rest of
this document, driver functions are prefixed appropriately. For example, open() will be referred to as netdev::open(),
while probe() will referred to as pci::probe().

The first false alarm reported by KernelEraser that we discuss involved the write and read of tg3 flags by net-
dev::open() and netdev:close(), shown in Figure 4(a), and Figure 4(c) respectively. KernelEraser flagged these data
accesses as races because they were performed by different kernel threads without holding a common lock. However
as suggested in Figure 3, it is reasonable to expect that both functions are serialized in some way. This turns out to
be the case, as invocations of netdev::open() and netdev::close() are serialized in the higher layers of the networking
stack using a common lock.

Another false alarm involved the same netdev::open() write and the pci::probe() write shown in Figure 4(b). How-
ever, we observed that executions of pci::probe() and netdev::open() are serialized by the states of the device, since
the device can be viewed as finite state machine (FSM) where states correspond to the device (registers) configu-
rations, and state transitions are caused by manipulation of device registers by driver code. For example, during
operation, a PCI network device transitions through different states (or configurations), including being inactive be-
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connected	  to	  
pci	  bus	  

inac.ve	  
ready	  for	  	  
pkt	  rx/tx	  

pci::probe () netdev::open () 

Figure 5. A subset of the states of a network device and the driver functions that cause state transitions. Since pci::probe()
connects the device to the pci bus where netdev::open() can execute, both functions are serialized.

fore initialization by the driver, suspended to conserve power when idle, not generating interrupts on packet reception
to support driver polling e.t.c. Moreover, the device states control which driver functions execute, for example, the
interrupt handler will not execute while interrupts are disabled on the device, and the packet transmission function (net-
dev::hard start xmit()) will not execute while the device is inactive or suspended. Therefore a pair of driver functions
without a common device state where both can execute are infact serialized and cannot race. Figure 5, which depicts a
snippet of a PCI network device states, identifies pci::probe() and netdev::open() to be such a pair of serialized driver
functions, and thus races reported by KernelEraser that involve them are false alarms. This is because, pci::probe()
connects the device to the pci bus, while netdev::open() can only execute after the device is connected to the bus, in
other words netdev::open() executes after pci::probe() completes as suggested in Figure 3.

Our above discussions suggest that the false alarms of KernelEraser can be eliminated by making it aware of
relevant synchronization operations that occur outside the driver, and forms a part of the proposed research of this
thesis. Proposed research also includes extending KernelEraser to monitor driver classes e.g. block, usb and graphics.

5 Proposed Research

We now describe our proposed research work in details below. As stated earlier, the primary goal of this thesis is to
usher in a new class of powerful log based lifeguards that can precisely detect driver faults, and are efficient enough to
use on production systems. We had earlier identified the following as fundamental requirements to achieving this goal:
(i) an efficient logging strategy that captures only the driver’s execution trace, since redundantly logged information
wastes resources and creates additional filtering work for the lifeguard, (ii) dynamic binary analyzes to efficiently
detect a wide range of driver faults, without reporting false alarms or missing actual faults, on production systems,
and (iii) a strategy for efficiently containing faults within the driver, to avoid corrupting the lifeguard or the rest of the
system. Efficient driver logging was addressed in our preliminary studies (Section 4.3), and the remaining research
work are divided into three major tasks.

In the first two tasks, we focus on detecting concurrency faults and interface violations in drivers, since they are
not as well studied as low level memory faults [54, 22, 8], and respectively account for 19% and 58 of 498 Linux
driver faults (remaining 23% were due to well studied generic C errors) in a recent study [44]. The last task focuses
on improving lifeguard performance to enable online monitoring of production drivers. We discuss each of these tasks
in more details in the rest of this section.

5.1 Detecting Concurrency Faults in Drivers

As described earlier (Sections 2.1.2 & 2.1.3), concurrency is a fundamental feature of driver execution on modern
OSes, even on uniprocessor systems, and the degree of concurrency is bound to grow with the increasing popularity of
CMP systems. Since writing error free parallel program is very difficult, it is therefore not surprising that drivers suffer
from various kinds of concurrency faults including data races, deadlocks, and atomicity violations, and the situation
will only get worse in the future. For that reason, we decided to first study concurrency faults, beginning with data
races in our preliminary studies (Section 4.4). We describe our current ideas for detecting data races below.

5.1.1 Detecting Data Races in Drivers

From our preliminary study of data races in drivers using KernelEraser (Eraser lifeguard adapted for kernel execu-
tion) in Section 4.4, we learned that in contrast to application monitoring where all the relevant serialization operations
are captured in the log, accesses to shared data in drivers could be serialized by events outside the driver, leading to
false alarms since they are not logged and thus not observed by KernelEraser. Moreover, these external serialization
events serialize groups of driver interface functions, and occur either in the upper layers of the device protocol stack or
due to the states of the device. For example invocations of the netdev::open(), netdev::close(), and netdev::do ioctl()
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functions of a network driver are serialized in the higher layers of the networking stack using a common lock(rtnl lock),
preventing each function from racing with others (including itself) in the group.

Our strategy for eliminating these false alarms is to make KernelEraser aware of driver function pairs that are
externally serialized, so that it does not flag accesses to shared data during their execution by kernel threads as races.
To do this, we will maintain extra metadata for shared data in the driver for tracking the other ways of serializing
driver code besides driver locks, similar to hybrid data race detection proposals [53, 47]. However, unlike previous
hybrid data race detection proposals which track happens-before relationships of shared data accesses, our approach is
to track mutual exclusion relationships of driver interface functions that access shared data. Specifically, the additional
pieces of metadata are: (i) the interface function that last accessed the data, and (ii) the state of device during the last
data access. With this information, KernelEraser can determine that an access to shared data by an interface function is
serialized with the previous access, either because (i) the function is serialized with the interface function that perform
the previous access e.g netdev::open() and netdev::close() in network drivers, or (ii) it could not have executed in the
state the device was in during the previous access e.g the interrupt handler for the device will not execute while the
device interrupts are disabled. For accesses that are not serialized externally, lockset is used in the normal way for
checking that they are correctly serialized using driver locks.

While driver functions that are serialized in the upper layers of the device protocol stack are documented, tracking
the device state during driver execution poses a challenge for our strategy. Our current idea for tracking the state
of the device is motivated by how upper layers of the kernel track device state transitions, since unlike drivers, they
lack the device specific knowledge for parsing the device registers. Instead relevant device state information are
shadowed in a shared data structure (later referred to as dev state shadow for convenience) that is maintained by the
driver and upper layers of the protocol stack e.g netdev::state for network drivers. In other words, driver interface
functions are invoked by the upper layers when value of dev state shadow indicates that is valid to do so. We plan
to capture dev state shadow changes in the log to enable the lifeguard track device state transitions. However, our
proposed strategy to eliminate KernelEraser false positives, assumes correct behavior of the external components that
serialize driver execution, and that dev state shadow accurately reflects the state of the device. For example, we
assume netdev::open() is only executed by a kernel thread that is holding rtnl lock.

In addition to avoiding false positives, KernelEraser must not miss real races, especially when a particular kernel
thread races with itself in interrupt and process execution contexts. In other words, a kernel thread must synchronize
the accesses it makes to shared data in different execution contexts. Since we decided not include execution context
information of kernel threads in the log, KernelEraser has to infer this information, which does not seem to be a
difficult task since the top and bottom halves of the interrupt handler are the only driver interface functions that are
executed in interrupt context.

5.2 Detecting Interface violations in Drivers

The driver plays the essential role of coordinating the communication between upper layers of an I/O stack (includ-
ing applications), and the I/O device. For it to perform this function properly, the driver must interract with both the
software layers above it, and the device below it. This requirement increases driver complexity because two different
interfaces must be correctly implemented for (i) synchronous communication with software through main memory
and CPU registers, and (ii) asynchronous communication with the device through device registers, I/O ports, and
interrupts. Due to these additional complexities, interface violations are quite common in drivers [44].

5.2.1 Detecting OS Protocol violations in Drivers

I/O requests and the success/fail status of such requests are communicated between the upper layers of the I/O stack
and the device, through the driver. Similarly, I/O data (e.g. network packets to transmit (or recieve)) are channelled
through the driver. These communications takes place through different channels including dev var shadow updates,
return status and arguments of driver functions, and arguments of higher layer functions called by the driver. Below,
we examine a concrete example of driver/kernel communication protocol in the networking stack, and failures that
could arise from violations by a faulty network driver.

netdev::hard start xmit() is called in the networking stack with a buffer holding the packet data to be transmitted as
argument, and it returns either a success or failure status to the caller. A success return status means the driver has taken
responsibility for: (i) ensuring the packet is eventually transmitted by the device, and (ii) freeing the buffer, and so the
caller can return a success status up the stack to the application (possibly via send() system call). Conversely, a failure
return status means that the driver can take neither of those responsibilities (at the moment), in which case the caller
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can retry later. There are a number of ways through which defects in the driver could cause netdev::hard start xmit()
to violate its protocol with and corrupt the networking stack. While the most obvious violations are incorrect return
status, more subtle ones include failing to free the buffer, leading to kernel memory leaks.

We plan to study analyzes for detecting driver interface violations in device protocol stacks for different device
classes including network devices. These analyzes need to be aware of the different interface functions of a driver, as
well as their expected behavior as documented in the kernel. Since the protocol stacks of different device classes vary
considerably, e.g network vs block device classes, device class specific lifeguards seem a reasonable approach.

5.2.2 Detecting Device Protocol violations in Drivers

The driver interacts directly with the device to meet the needs of the rest of the system, primarily satisfying I/O re-
quests. Examples of driver interaction with device include device (de)activation, enabling (disabling) device interrupts
generation, checking the status of the device, and moving data in and out of the device. To interact correctly with the
device, the driver should read and write device registers or I/O ports in a manner prescribed in the device documenta-
tion provided by the device manufacturer. Device registers are mapped into the I/O memory space, and unlike main
memory accesses, I/O memory accesses have side effects, and therefore not idempotent. Despite these differences
between main memory and I/O memory accesses, they are performed using the same instructions (at least in x86),
making it difficult to distinguish them in the binary. Moreover, interaction with the device could be asynchronous, for
example it is quite common that values written to a device register can only be safely read after some specified delay,
thus delays (udelay ()) are often used in drivers.

Unfortunately, violations of the device interface could lead to misconfiguring or misinterpreting device state, and
result in a wide range of system failures, such as putting the device in an unusable state, data corruption (loss) during
transfers to (from) the device, and failure to correctly handle device interrupts. We therefore plan to investigate
analyzes for detecting device protocol violations in drivers. This class of analyzes are likely to be parameterized using
information that is specific to a given device or at best to a family of devices with similar designs from the same maker.
This is because different devices, even of the same device class are unlikely to have the same driver, required the same
amount of delays for device register access, or be configured in the same way. A challenging part of this work will be
incorporating the device model from the production sheets into lifeguard analyzes.

5.3 Accelerating Log Based Detection of Driver Faults

To be considered practical for detecting driver faults in production systems, our proposed log based lifeguards
must execute efficiently and not significantly slowdown the system or consume too much resources. Since lifeguard
performance is impacted by the three components of log based monitoring, i.e logging, analysis, and fault containment,
it is worth considering each component for lifeguard optimization opportunities. One proposal from our preliminary
studies is to avoid logging execution that is outside the monitored driver so the lifeguard can avoid the runtime cost of
filtering them out of the log.

As discussed further below, remainder of this research will focus on using static analysis for lifeguard acceleration,
dynamic optimizations of lifeguard analysis, and more efficient fault containment approaches than VM separation.
However, since lifeguards do not significantly slowdown I/O bound applications [35], and most drivers are I/O bound,
it may not be necessary to implement all the proposed optimization techniques before driver lifeguards become efficient
enough for online monitoring.

5.3.1 Incorporating Static Analysis to Accelerate Detection of Driver Faults

The instruction-by-instruction analysis that sophisticated lifeguards perform on the monitored execution is another
component of log based monitoring overheads. While static analysis cannot be used to eliminate all the faults in
a program, it can however be used to reduce lifeguard work by performing some of the correctness checks before
execution. XFI employed static analysis to reduce the number of instrumentation checks needed to detect control flow
integrity violations and memory access errors in driver binaries [22] . Similarly, we expect that the driver lifeguards
proposed in this research will benefit from static analysis, since tens to hundreds of instructions will likely be needed
for the sophisticated analyzes on each driver instruction.

Our current thoughts are that interesting correctness properties of drivers can be statically verified because drivers
have well defined structure (dictated by the kernel) and provide a narrow and standard set of services. In particular,
drivers in the same device class export standard and documented interfaces to upper layers of device protocol stack.
For example, some driver functions are executed exactly once during driver loading (module init()) and unloading
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Figure 6. Proposed timeline to complete the thesis.

(module cleanup()). Similarly, some data buffers used by drivers are available only during initialization, and are
automatically released by kernel subsequently.

5.4 Dynamic Optimizations for Accelerating Detection of Driver Faults

Our decision to run the proposed driver lifeguards in user space means they can benefit from dynamic techniques
for accelerating lifeguard analysis using hardware accelerators [17, 9], parallelism [36, 43], and compiler optimiza-
tions [41, 42]. However, those proposals were designed for monitoring execution of single threaded or multi threaded
applications on a single core, and the requirements for monitoring multi-threaded execution on multiple cores [26, 51]
violate their optimization strategies. In particular, those techniques improve lifeguard performance by identifying and
skipping redundant correctness checks while analyzing paths of the monitored program. For example, the Addrcheck
lifeguard [34] for finding unallocated memory access errors, needs to check only one of the many accesses to a par-
ticular location in a program path, if that location is not (de)allocated in the path. However, to apply this optimization
for multi-threaded execution monitoring, one has to additionally guarantee that concurrently running threads are not
(de)allocating that thread.

Our current ideas for applying dynamic optimizations to driver monitoring, are motivated by the hardware based
mechanisms (conflict alerts and delayed advertizing) proposed by Paralog [51] for tracking inter-thread data depen-
dencies, to enable hardware acceleration of multi-threaded application monitoring.

5.4.1 Exploring More Efficient Strategies for Containing Driver Faults

Our current plan is to use VM separation to isolate the lifeguard from driver faults, by running the lifeguard and
monitored driver in separate VMs. While this approach adequately protects the lifeguard, it has the disadvantages
of requiring VM resources, and log transportation across VM boundaries. Additionally, software in the driver’s VM
remain vulnerable to corruption by driver faults.

Consequently, we plan to explore fault containment techniques that are more efficient than VM separation, with-
out sacrificing lifeguard safety. In other words, the lifeguard will run in the same VM as the monitored driver. This
approach has the added requirement (or benefit) that the rest of the system, outside the driver, must be adequately pro-
tected from driver faults. Our current idea is to consider if the “block at critical points” approach used for application
faults can be used for drivers. That is we are trying to identify a (hopefully) small number of events related to driver
execution, where correctness checking has to catch up with execution to avoid irrecoverable system corruption. Our
initial candidate events include accesses to the I/O ports and memory space by the driver, handling faults (e.g page
faults) that are generated by the driver, and exposure of state updates by the driver to the lifeguard and other parts
of the kernel and the device protocol stack. Identifying the required set of blocking events in driver execution and
designing an efficient fault containment system around them will be the focus of the proposed research.

6 Timeline

The proposed timeline for completing this thesis is shown in Figure 6. The first main task of logging driver
execution, and online analysis of the log by a lifeguard has been completed. With this infrastructure, I was able
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to demonstrate that application lifeguards were not suitable for monitoring drivers, even with modest modifications,
rather a new lifeguard design approach which leverages knowledge of driver execution is required. Now, I m working
on the next major phase, i.e design lifeguards for detecting a variety of device driver defects. Specifically, I m working
on detecting data races and memory faults in drivers. After completing the lifeguard development phase, I will explore
ways of improving the performance of those lifeguards so that they are suitable for use in in production systems.
Finally, I will begin writing the thesis report.
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